Qualysoft Group

The Company
Founded in 1999 in Vienna, the Qualysoft Group is a
manufacturer-independent IT consulting and services
company that supports its international customers by
providing customized, innovative IT solutions. Its main
focus is on providers of financial and energy services,
industrial firms, media/telecommunications companies,
and institutions from the public sector.
Qualysoft currently employs more than 500 highly
qualified people all over Europe. In addition to its holding
headquarters in Austria, the Qualysoft Group also has three
sites in Germany and two branches in Hungary, as well as
locations in Switzerland, Slovakia, Romania, Serbia, Albania, and Ukraine. The Group is already planning to establish
other subsidiaries as well as to expand towards Asia.

Specifically International
Qualysoft is perfectly networked, particularly in Central
Europe. Branches throughout the entire DACH and CEE
regions know how to harness the power of nearshoring
for the benefit of customers. Locally recruited teams who
speak the national language ensure close contact with
customers; project teams collaborate efficiently across
political borders.
Exactly the Right Size
Small enough to respond quickly and make speedy decisions; large enough to implement important projects – the
company‘s flexible structure ensures efficient operations.
Individual Approach and Innovation
Qualysoft services exceed customer requirements and
open up completely new solutions with the functions they
offer. The resulting innovations mean that customers can
rest assured of customized IT landscapes and a true competitive advantage.

Core Competencies

Business Solutions include business analysis, specifically
adjusted to the customers needs, the selection of suitable software as well as implementation and support of the
whole IT-project.
The area of Application Services mainly deals with the
operation and modernization of outdated IT solutions,
the process of migrating them to secure state-of-the-art
technologies, and the development of customized software.
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e-Government- solutions, in particular e-taxation solutions,
support public institutions during implementation of IT
processes in the sphere of tax administration. From handling of payment management to risk assessment, Qualysoft
maps all processes using cutting-edge IT solutions.
Resource Management offers efficient services to make
quick and flexible use of IT specialists. Qualysoft provides
the right experts with the appropriate professional, social
and linguistic skills for projects of any length
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Corporate Citizenship

QualysmArt

Qualysoft bases its business decisions on societal values
and ethical principles so that it can create an environment for its employees, customers, and partners that is
thoroughly geared toward the future. The company sets
particular store by active participation in charitable projects
in the areas of health and sport.

On top of promoting artistic projects, Qualysoft offers
museums, art galleries, public institutions, private users
and many more the unique opportunity to showcase and
disseminate art on smart TVs, large format displays, tablets
or smartphones with its “QualysmArt” service. The combination of physical objects of art and digital contents creates
exciting new exhibition concepts.

Qualysoft has been actively working together with various
renowned partners to promote culture and the arts. In
addition, the company puts on annual exhibitions at its
own offices, thereby providing up-and-coming artists with a
solid platform for showcasing their talents.

The app‘s key benefit is that it enables you to show works
of art that could not be exhibited on site. Framed like paintings and placed on scaffolds and walls, physical art thus
meets virtual art.

Selected References
AXA, Bank Austria, Erste Bank, Generali, Mercedes-Benz Bank, Morgan Stanley, Raiffeisen, UNIQA, Daimler, Porsche, EVN,
OMV, Petrom, Agfa, HP, Infineon, P&G, A1, Ericsson, T-Mobile, Vodafone, Albanian Ministry of Finance… and many more.
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The company’s core competencies are pooled in the Application Services, Business Solutions, e-Government, and Resource
Management business segments:

